
Large companies use stensul to reduce 
email production time by 90%, while also 

increasing their marketing email output 6-10x.

stensul

Does your email creation process still look like this?

DEVELOPER DESIGNER COPYWRITER MARKETER

Marketing requests 
copy changes

Design sent to 
dev to code

Draft version 1 sent to marketing to review

Draft 2 sent to marketing to review

Copy revisions sent to 
development

HTML loaded to ESP 
to test & deploy

Marketing sends 
to management 

for review

Final code sent to marketing to deploy

New changes are requested

Draft 3 sent to marketing to review

Product copy/images swapped 
out for a different product

Assets & copy sent to designer
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This is just one email. 
What happens when you send 10 a month? What about 50?

Probably not so painless or scalable. Time for a change.



Brand Name

Brand Name

How does it work?

First, we break your emails down to their component modules. 

We then create a module library that is 100% customized with the 

structures, styles, and specifications of your brand guidelines.

Any non-technical user can then stack the modules in any order, fill in 

the predefined content areas, and create a perfect email in minutes.

Create perfect, mobile responsive emails in minutes that are 100% 

compliant with your brand, design, and legal guidelines. 

Works with any ESP.



Your ESP 
professional 
services bill 

could bail out 
a small 

country?

QA takes too 
long or you 

don’t do 
enough QA?

Wish you 
could create 
more email 
variations to 
test without 
increasing 

time or cost?

Do you want to 
grow your 

email program 
but don’t have 
the headcount 

or agency 
budget?

Do international 
markets around 
the world want 

to send localized 
emails but don’t 
have resources?

Create perfect, mobile responsive emails in minutes 
that are 100% compliant with your brand, design, and 

legal guidelines. 

Works with any ESP.

What’s your headache?

Contact us to learn more: hello@stensul.com

stensul HQ: 150 West 25th Street, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10001.
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